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Brainstorm and Share 
• How might you find high-quality journals to 
publish in? 
• How will you know the journal you select is 
rigorous and well-read? 
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Strategy: Identify journals you’re in 
conversation with 
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Strategy: Look at other scholars’ 
CVs and profiles  
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Strategy: Ask your advisor! 
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Activity 
Use these strategies to identify ONE journal you 
might be interested in submitting your work to. 
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Discussion
• What was difficult about finding a journal?
• What questions do you have about this process? 
Evaluating Journals
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Index and Database Coverage
https://libraries.indiana.edu/resources/ulrich
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Metrics: Citation and Readership 
https://libraries.indiana.edu/jo
urnal-citation-reports
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Peer Review Policy
Example from Nature 
Research 
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Types of Peer Review
1. Double Blind
2. Single Blind
3. Open Peer Review 
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Copyright Policy 
What kind of author agreement are you required to 
sign?
What does the agreement say about your copyright? 
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Exclusive rights of authors and creators
• to reproduce the copyrighted work
• to prepare derivative works
• to distribute copies of the copyrighted work
• to perform the work
• to display the work publicly
(17 U.S. Code §106)
From Naz Pantaloni
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Journal Copyright Policies
• Grant the publisher/ journal a non-exclusive 
license
• Grant the publisher/ journal an exclusive license
• Transfer copyright to the journal/ publisher 
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Using an Addendum
Contact 
nazapant@iu.edu 
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Discussion
What’s the most important criterion for you?
• Inclusion in a specific database
• High impact factor 
• A specific kind of peer review 
• Author rights 
• Something else 
Can you make your article 
Open Access?
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The Cost of Information 
• Journal of Econometrics
• Journal of Geological Review
• Brain Research
Source: http://web.archive.org/web/20050828210650/libraries.mit.edu/about/scholarly/expensive-titles.html
Heather Joseph, Open Expansion: Connecting the Open Access, Open Data and OER Dots
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Establishing impact 
is key to the tenure 
process and job 
search 
Often demonstrate 
impact through 
journal metrics 
(citation rates) 
Journal reputation is 
central to where 
faculty publish, what 
they read, what they 
recommend to 
students 
Libraries want to 
curate and purchase 
journals that are 
most useful to 
researchers
Researchers then 
read and publish in 
these journal, cycle 
starts over  
Researcher Reward System 
Researcher Journal Library 
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The Result
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Journal Preprint Publisher’s 
Version
Postprint
Educational Psychologist ✔ ✘ ✔
Review of Educational 
Research ✔
✘ ✔
(12 months)
Learning & Instruction ✔ ✘ ✔
Journal of Teacher Education ✔ ✘ ✔
Sociology of Education ✔ ✘ ✔
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Policy on Sharing an OA Version 
http://sherpa.ac.uk/ro
meo/search.php
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IUScholarWorks
• ~10,000 research 
outputs
• Articles, 
dissertations, 
conference 
proceedings
• Browsable by 
department
https://scholarworks.iu.edu
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Metrics 
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APC Information 
• Look for “Open Access Fee”
• Differs by discipline (several hundred to several thousand) 
• Talk about this before submission 
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Funding for OA Publishing 
IU Libraries and the OVPR helps subsidize the cost of 
article processing charges, up to $2,000
http://go.iu.edu/oafunding
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Try to Find
OA status Self-archiving policy 
Index/ database 
coverage 
Impact factor/ 
metrics Copyright policy
Peer review 
model used 
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Questions? 
• Overview of finding/ evaluating journals: 
https://blogs.libraries.indiana.edu/scholcomm/2019/06/13/journal-ve
nue/ 
• OA resources: https://openscholarship.indiana.edu/ 
• Today’s slides:  http://go.iu.edu/2cDS
• Contact: scrissin@iu.edu 
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Think, Check, Submit
1. Check the Timeline
2. Examine the Content
3. Review the Fees
4. Research the Editors
5. Publisher Info
6. Prompt & Helpful Reply? 
7. Check HQ Location
